
CREATIVEArt projects for Summer Camp will include the old favourite Tie Die and so much more.
Art

Board Games & Chess
A range of modern and classic board games and chess will be out on the tables to learn, master and use to challenge your
friends. If you want an activity that is fun and full of strategy but a little more relaxed physically, then this is for you.

ACTIVE

SPECIAL
INTEREST

Theatre Sports

SURVIVOR

Curiosity Lab

9-Square

Who is ready to be the next Sam Kerr or Lionel Messi? Let's get your skills ready to
WOW your opponents.

Best. Game. Ever! A Camp Blue favourite, this is the ultimate group game for all sizes
and abilities. Fast moving and a good way to test the reflexes. 

Soccer

Oval Games

Makerspace

Our summer camp brings in our daily survivor challenges. Campers are
broken into teams at the beginning of the week and each day participate
in different challenges towards points for their teams. Challenges include
everything from water obstacles to brain challenges. 

Campers will engage in the art of improv and learning the skills it takes to compete in the Theatre Sports competitions.

This is your chance to turn into a mad scientist while doing some fun experiments to explore why the world works the
way it does. There is no success without failure but the hard work will pay off with some surprising results! 

Camp Blue Makerspace is an environment where Campers can explore their own interests and learn to use various tools
and materials to develop creative solutions to help in their everyday lives. Unstructured by design, to harness a mindset
of community, creativity and collaboration.

Street Dance
Drawing on a variety of dance styles developed over the years outside a studio,
Street Dance is a powerful form of non-verbal communication that encourages
self-expression in people of all ages. In the camp environment, creative movement
gets Campers active and helps them express themselves without barriers.
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Cricket
Australian Summers call for the classic game of Cricket. The beauty of Cricket is that
everyone can get involved, no matter their skillset or ability.

Campers will have a blast playing traditional oval games. Capture the flag, red rover, tip,
stuck in the mud, and so many more. A throwback to years gone by when all that
mattered was enjoying the sun on your face and feeling the grass beneath your feet.

Glee
Campers work together as a group while putting their acting, dancing and singing skills to the test, creating a music
video to a song or mix of songs of their choice.
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